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GTU INNOVATION AND STARTUP CENTRE 

REPORT ON:  

Startup Pathshala Fifth session on  

How to plan for Start-up and legal & Ethical Steps 
DATE: 16th  April 2024 

TIME: 03:00 PM To 5:00 PM 
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GTU Innovation & Start-Up Center (GISC) Surat facilitated an enlightening session 

focusing on the crucial topics of How to plan for Start-up and legal & Ethical Steps on 

April 19, 2024, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM. This event served as a platform for 

participants to gain valuable insights into navigating the legal landscape of 

entrepreneurship and protecting their innovative ideas. 

Event goal: 

The event aims to educate participants on How to plan for Start-up and legal & Ethical 

Steps, empowering them with essential knowledge to navigate legal complexities and 

protect their innovative assets. 

About Guest Speaker: 

Mr. Mohin Patel 

Mr. Mohin Patel, a Registered Patent Agent (IN/PA - 4277) and distinguished IP 

Professional, brings a wealth of expertise to the entrepreneurial realm. As the Co-

founder of 3DP Connect, he stands at the forefront of innovation, leveraging his deep 

understanding of intellectual property (IP) to drive technological advancement and 

business growth. 

 

Start-Up Pathshala, orchestrated by the GTU Innovation & Start-Up Center (GISC), 

unfolds as a captivating journey comprised of seven dynamic stops, each laden with 

invaluable insights and pivotal lessons. Amidst the voyage, budding entrepreneurs delve 

into multifaceted aspects crucial for their ventures' success. Among these essential stops, 

two particularly significant checkpoints are the exploration of How to plan for Start-up 

and legal & Ethical Steps 

 

How to plan for Startup 

 

Navigating the legal landscape is paramount for budding entrepreneurs embarking on 

their startup journey. At this pivotal stop, participants gain a comprehensive 

understanding of the legal framework surrounding startup operations. They delve into 

foundational concepts such as business structure, regulatory compliance, contractual 

obligations, and liability management. Through interactive sessions and expert 

guidance, they navigate the intricacies of company formation, understanding the pros 

and cons of different legal entities such as sole proprietorships, partnerships, limited 

liability companies (LLCs), and corporations. Moreover, they grasp the significance of 

adhering to industry-specific regulations and legal requirements, ensuring seamless and 

compliant business operations. 
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Legal and Ethical Steps: 

 

In today's knowledge-driven economy, safeguarding intellectual property (IP) assets is 

imperative for startups to secure their competitive advantage and foster innovation. The 

stop dedicated to Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) equips participants with the 

knowledge and tools to protect their creations, innovations, and brand identity. Through 

engaging workshops and case studies, entrepreneurs gain insights into various forms of 

intellectual property, including patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets. They 

learn the significance of conducting thorough IP audits, identifying and mitigating 

potential infringement risks, and leveraging IP assets to enhance business value and 

attract investment. 

 

Moreover, participants explore strategies for drafting robust IP protection strategies, 

including the importance of timely registration and enforcement mechanisms. By 

cultivating a deep understanding of IPR fundamentals, budding entrepreneurs are 

empowered to navigate the competitive landscape with confidence, leveraging their 

intellectual capital to drive growth and differentiation. 

 

In essence, the stops dedicated to How to plan for Start-up and legal & Ethical Steps 

within the Start-Up Pathshala curriculum serve as pivotal milestones in the 

entrepreneurial journey. By equipping participants with essential legal knowledge and 

strategies for IP protection, GISC empowers aspiring entrepreneurs to navigate the 

complex terrain of business with clarity, confidence, and resilience, laying a solid 

foundation for sustainable success and innovation in the startup ecosystem. 

 

Glimpse of the Event:  
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Participants list: 

Startup Pathshala GISC Surat 19 April 
Sr 
No Name  Email 

Mobile 
Number 

1 Darshan Sojitra  sojitradarshan59@gmail.com 9624717027 

2 Darshan Sojitra  sojitradarshan0111@gmail.com 9727094630 

3 Dhruvi Kuvadiya  kuvadiyadhruvi9@gmail.com 7574886144 

4 Dhwani Niteshkumar lakum  dhwani151lakum@gmail.com 7874111211 

5 Dhyey dhyeybadodariya2258@gmail.com 8320174899 

6 Gevariya Amish maheshbhai  amishgevariya@gmail.com 9726594001 

7 Gohil Bhakti Bharatbhai  gohilbhakti48@gmail.com 9265226281 

8 GUPTA ARUN CHHOTELAL  arun1234r2@gmail.com 9173018885 

9 Hajari ipsita  ipsitahajari2002@gmail.com 9484400833 

10 Harmeet Godhani  harmeetgodhani15@gmail.com 6351569933 

11 HARSHAL VASUDEV PATIL  hpatil2965@gmail.com 9106996012 

12 Harshil lalitbhai parmar Harshilparma9@gmail.com   

13 Harshit Menandbhai Odedra  harshitodedra9907@gmail.com 8594892770 

14 Harsora harsh vipulbhai  harshharsora055@gmail.com 6355746264 

15 Hiren ajudiya Founder of Mahant CAD Lab ajudiyahiren111@gmail.com   

16 Kairav Shah  kairavshah04279@gmail.com 7874606610 

17 Kakadiya astha alpeshbhai Aastha02115@gmail.com 9484884934 

18 Kakadiya Rutvik Sureshbhai rutvikkakadiya351@gmail.com 8000558048 

19 Khairnar siddhesh Dinesh  siddhukhairnar11@gmail.com 6263558823 

20 Koriya Sanjana  sanjanakoriya18@gmail.com 9638053026 

21 Krimi Rajnikant Patel krimipatel99@gmail.com 9313663274 

22 Krisha Sanjaybhai Patel  krisha4127@gmail.com 9978992926 

23 Madhusmita Nayak  kesuakmama@gmail.com 7984188229 

24 Makvana Varun Rajeshbhai varunzh369@gmail.com 9909002180 

25 Pranav pranavtrapasiya@gmail.com 9427906908 

26 Prerakkumar Prakashbhai Rathod 8a50preakkumar.kesh@gmail.com 6355276777 

27 Rahil Shah rahilvms@gmail.com 9909481229 

28 Raiyani Hemal  raiyanihemal910@gmail.com 9879892762 

29 Raiyani Kavy Ashokbhai kavyraiyani2005@gmail.com 9909454353 

30 Rajput Vanshika  vanshika.rajput1711@gmail.com 9979234189 

31 Ronak Shingala  ronak.shigala@gmail.com 7990173883 

32 SAHOO AKASH KAILASH  akashsahoo9428@gmail.com 9016731684 

33 Sarita Chauhan  saritachauhan1408@gmail.com 7016861294 

34 Satani Harsh Bhaveshbhai  sataniharsh18@gmail.com 8980086810 

35 Shimpi krishna krupesh krishnashimpi2007@gmail.com 9327202412 

36 Shivam halwai halawaishivam@gmail.com 9408773281 

37 Shivani Tiwari  st4920581@gmail.com 8849945691 

38 Shreyash Patel  patelshreyash12.sp@gmail.com 9537355811 

39 Utpal latel patelutpal43@gmail.com 8200312958 

40 Vaghasiya Drashti viththalbhai drishtivaghasiya@gmail.com 9825469236 
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41 VANSHIKA KOUL  vanshikakoul07@gmail.com 7006432621 

42 Vivek Nakrani viveknakarani88@gmail.com 8347003002 

43 YADAV HARSH SURENDRA HARSHYADAV10@YAHOO.COM 8156057752 

44 Yadav vishal ramsukh vishalyadav41870@gmail.com 9537895331 

45 yashvee lakhani yashveelakhani5130@gmail.com 7016641832 

46 Yashvi mistry yamistry0306@gmail.com 7016641832 

47 Yunikaben Hareshbhai Gamit  gamityunika0@gmail.com 6355941118 

 

 

 

 

 

 


